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2019 Sonoma Valley Rosé of Pinot Noir 
 
Our Story 
As the legend has been told, the friendship between Daryn, Jason, and Tony had begun after being drafted to play 
professional football. The three guys soon realized they shared the same passion for premium wine as they did blocking for 
the quarterback. Through their many football games, world travels, and tall tales together, “Three Fat Guys” wine was born 
with a quest to carry on everlasting memories of good times, humbling experiences and astounding victories.  
 
 

"Enjoy our wine. Embrace your past. Create an unforgettable future. Cheers." 
- The THREE FAT GUYS 

 
   
 Winemaker Notes:  The different AVAs of Sonoma Valley are all influenced by the 
weather from the coast. This allows Pinot Noir to absolutely flourish across the valley. This 
year we added two more vineyards bringing our total to five small lots of different clones 
being blended into this wine. Each vineyard carries its own characteristics with the most 
important being its 100% Pinot Noir and it is owned by our dearest friends. Once we 
harvest and blend the different lots together it smells as if you are preparing a fruit salad to 
bring on a summer picnic. This wine screams to be opened on any warm day.  
 
    2019 began looking like another bountiful year similar to last. After a rainstorm in late 
May, these hopes disappeared. A true testament to the better vineyard managers and their 
ability to keep issues from arising. Steady warm weather throughout Summer allowed for 
the clusters of grapes to reach the desired ripeness at an above average date allowing for 
the perfect balance of sugars and acidity needed to harvest.  
 
  Tasting Notes:  Made from small lot Pinot Noir vineyards owned by our friends 
throughout Sonoma Valley. Celebrated for its ripeness and balanced acidity, it is known 
for its fruit forward aromas and tastes of strawberries, nectarines and cherries while 
preserving its dry finish. Our only offering aged in stainless steel tanks to add to its 
crispness and vibrant finish. Serve cold and enjoy all year long.  

 
Hand Picked, Hand Sorted, Gentle Press  
Aged in Stainless Steel  
Bottled in February 2020 
Alcohol – 13.2%             Suggested Retail: $25 per bottle	

	
	
	

	
	

	


